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Leaving Limno? Don’t forget to fill out the 'checking out' document with your PIs if you’re leaving the 
department this month.

June

Sofia and Eva went to 
check out sampling 
sites in the catchment 
of Lake Siggeforasjön 
on the beautiful Friday 
May 13th. Here Sofia is 
trying out a plankton 
net in Stora Hålsjön.

CHECKING SAMPLING SITES
These are some of the fabulous people who 
made the lab cleaning possible. No more lab 
cleanings coming up for a while! 

LAB CLEANING

VICTORY - THE 4° ROOM IS EMPTY
The unthinkable happened on May 12, 2022. After months of 
visionary thinking - the 4° room is now empty. Researchers past 
and present came together to make this happen. By the way, if you 
are looking for Christoffer or Eva, just check the now old 4° room 
as they might be in there playing cards and marvelling at the 
emptiness. What an accomplishment! 

Karla talked about her slimy alga 
Gonyostomum semen in front of St. Per 
Galleria on May 21 for an hour. This was 
part of the Soapbox Science Event, a 
cooperation between SLU and UU. She 
says, that it was really fun showing 
people how she works as a limnologist. 

SOAPBOX SCIENCE
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Inma Jiménez Navarro is from Murcia, Spain and works together 
with Jorrit and Don in the SMARTLAGOON project. She is going to 
stay at Limno till mid July. She studied Marine Science and is now 
learning and working with hydrological modeling. One of her 
personal interests is the scientific dissemination, specially for marine 
science. Therefore, she worked at the aquarium of the University of 
Murcia, giving guided tours for schools.  

Fun fact about Inma: She is very cold, because Murcia has a semi-
arid climate! Her body is used to surviving at 45ºC. So she is still 
adapting to the cold climate in Sweden. 

NEW FACES

Dimitra Antoniou is a new field and lab assistant at Limno, working 

together with Mona from 6th June till late August. She has a background 
in Geosciences (BSc) and Environmental Oceanography (MSc) from the 
University of Patras in Greece. Currently, she is a master student at SLU in 
the program Soil, Water and Environment with focus on Environmental 
Science.  

Fun fact about Dimitra: She is a hiking, dancing and ping-pong lover so 
feel free to contact her in order to spend enjoyable breaks together with 
her. 

A number of limnos joined for a theme day on climate 
change which was organised together with the department 
of Earth Science. There were a number of scientific 
presentations and opportunities for discussion with fellow 
scientists. The day focused on the physical causes and 
biological responses to climate change and ended with a 
panel discussion on the role of Uppsala University.

CLIMATE CHANGE THEME DAY
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